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Abstract
In this paper, we jointly design linear source and relay precoders for two-hop MIMO relaying. The involved channels
encounter spatially correlated fading, the source data symbols are mutually correlated, and the noises are colored not
only at the destination but also at the relay. Two different scenarios of channel state information (CSI) are assumed to
be available at the transmitters: full CSI of both hops (the full CSIT) and full CSI of the source-relay hop only plus the
covariance information of the relay-destination hop (the partial CSIT). First, with the full CSIT, we derive optimal
precoders by maximizing the instantaneous mutual information (MI). Secondly, with the partial CSIT knowledge we
derive suboptimal precoders by maximizing the average MI. For both the CSIT cases, we propose an iterative algorithm
to perform power allocation iteratively and alternatively between the source antennas and the relay antennas. Its
simplified version in which the power allocation is performed separately between the source antennas and the relay
antennas is also developed. Simulation results show that our proposed precoding schemes with the full CSIT provide
significantly higher capacity than the existing schemes. Besides, the proposed schemes with the partial CSIT also
perform well especially when the channels are spatially correlated at the transmit sides and at medium-to-high
signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs), while they require much lower computational complexity and less feedback overhead.
Keywords: MIMO relaying, Precoding design, Full and partial CSI, Spatially correlated channel, Mutually correlated
source signal
1 Introduction
Relaying in which signal transmission from the source to
the destination is done with the aid of one or multiple
intermediate relays has received much attention due to
its ability to enhance transmission reliability and extend
coverage for wireless communication systems [1–6].
There are different relaying strategies which are catego-
rized based on how relays process the received signals
from the source, typically including amplify-and-forward
(AF) and decode-and-forward (DF). The AF scheme is
also known as the non-regenerative relaying, and the
DF scheme is called the regenerative relaying [5, 6]. In
regenerative relaying, a relay decodes the received sig-
nal and forwards its encoded version to the destination.
In the non-regenerative relaying, a relay simply amplifies
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and forwards the received signal to the destination. In
general, the non-regenerative relaying introduces shorter
delay and is less complex than the regenerative relaying.
Besides, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) tech-
niques are well-known to provide spatial diversity and
multiplexing gains to wireless links [7]. Thus, it is straight-
forward to find much studies on non-regenerative MIMO
relay systems, e.g., [1–6].
When the channel state information (CSI) is available
to transmit nodes (CSIT), precoding is applicable to non-
regenerative MIMO relay systems for further system per-
formance improvement. In such, this precoding scheme,
the covariance matrices of the transmitted signals, or
equivalently source and relay precoders, are designed to
optimize performance metrics such as the mutual infor-
mation (MI) between the source and the destination or the
mean-squared error (MSE) of the detected symbols. Relay
precoder designs were derived for maximizing the capac-
ity of two-hop relay systems in [1, 2] with instantaneous
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CSI of both links known at the relay. These designs were
developed to the joint source and relay precoding schemes
in [3, 4] when the source has instantaneous CSI of both
links as well. In [4], the optimal structure of the source
and relay precoders that decouples the compound relay-
ing channel into independent sub-channels was found,
and an iterative algorithm to properly allocate power
over such these sub-channels was also developed. The
result of [4] was successfully extended to the multicarrier
case in [8].
To provide the transmit nodes, the instantaneous CSI of
all links for the precoder designs of [1–6, 8], the relay and
the destination need to feedback instantaneous CSI of the
source-relay and the relay-destination links to the source
and the relay through feedback channels. This requires
a large amount of signaling overhead. Furthermore, it
is infeasible to obtain exact CSI of the relay-destination
link at transmitters in a situation where the destination
moves rapidly. Besides, in practical communication sys-
tems, the rate of the feedback channels is commonly
limited. Therefore, the assumption that partial informa-
tion such as mean and covariance of the relay-destination
channel is available at the transmitters might be more rea-
sonable. As such, the partial CSI is considered in the works
[5, 6, 9–18]. When having full CSI of the source-relay link
and covariance information of the relay-destination link at
the relay, relay precoders are designed for maximizing the
MI [5, 6] and for minimizing the MSE [9, 10] of two-hop
relay systems having transmit-sided spatially correlated
relay-destination channel. To improve the system perfor-
mance, joint source and relay precoders are proposed in
[11] when the source also has full CSI of the source-relay
link and partial information of the relay-destination link.
In [12], an asymptotic MI for large-sized multi-hop relay
systems having the large number of antennas is derived.
The equi-powered source and relay precoder structures
are also obtained with covariance information to maxi-
mize this asymptotic MI. Robust joint designs of linear
relay precoders and destination equalizers for MIMO
relay systems in the presence of noisy or outdated CSI (i.e.,
imperfect CSI) can be found in [13–18].
In practice, communication systems often encounter
some interference. Such interference causes white noise
at the receiver which is dominant by thermal noise to
become colored noise [19–25], and degrades the com-
munication performance. Co-channel interference (CCI)
that comes from nearby interferers using the same fre-
quency as the receiver is a common interference type.
In cellular mobile network, the CCI comes from the fre-
quency reuse, for example, a receiver at the edge of a cell
may encounter undesired signals that come from trans-
mitters in neighbour cells using the same frequency band.
Another example is when a receiver in the macro network
is in the coverage range of a femtocell, it may be impacted
by the CCI that results from undesired transmitters in
this femtocell [26]. The aforementioned works on the pre-
coder design [1–6, 8–18] assumed that the receiver noise
is white and the source signals are independent. The case
of colored noise has been taken into account in the train-
ing signal designs for MIMO point-to-point systems in
[21, 22, 27] and MIMO relay systems in [23–25]. Instead
of colored noise, the relay precoder that maximizes the
average capacity of a two-hop relay system where the des-
tination lies close to some interferers was designed based
on covariance information of the interferers-destination
channels and the relay-destination channel in [26]. The
papers [28–31] considered general MIMO relay systems
having spatially correlated channels, colored noises, and
mutually correlated source signals. Note that mutually
correlated source signals arise from encoding operations
on the bit stream including channel coding, modulation,
and space-time coding at a transmitter [7, 32]. In [28, 29],
the optimal structure of relay precoder that maximizes
the MI of the generally correlated two-hop MIMO relay
systems was obtained by using full CSI of two links
and covariance matrices of the correlated source signals
and the colored noises known at the relay. The papers
[30, 31] devoted for the case of the generally correlated
multi-hop MIMO relay systems. With the full CSI of hops
and the signal and noise covariance matrices at the trans-
mitters (the full CSIT), the source and relay precoders
were designed asymptotically by either maximizing the
individual MI of each hop or minimizing the individual
soft mean-squared error (MSE) of estimated signals of
each hop.
In this paper, we investigate generally correlated two-
hop MIMO relay systems with mutually correlated source
symbols, spatially correlated channels and colored noises.
For the system capacity maximization, we propose joint
designs of source and relay precoders in two cases of
the full CSIT (like [28–31]) and the partial CSIT. The
partial CSIT denotes full CSI of the source-relay link
and covariance information of the relay-destination link
and the source signal and noise covariance matrices
known to the transmitters. First, with the full CSIT, the
optimal structure of the source and relay precoders is
derived by maximizing the instantaneous MI between the
source and the destination. By the obtained source and
relay precoders and the destination equalizer, the com-
pound relaying channel is shown to be decomposed into
parallel sub-channels. We design an iterative algorithm
to perform power allocation iteratively and alternatively
between the source antennas and the relay antennas. To
reduce the computational complexity of the iterative algo-
rithm, we develop its simplified version in which power
allocation is carried out separately between the source
antennas and the relay antennas. Next, with the par-
tial CSIT, the optimal structure of the source and relay
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precoders is also derived by maximizing an upper bound
of the average MI between the source and the destina-
tion. Again, an iterative algorithm and a simplified algo-
rithm for source and relay power allocation are developed
as well.
Overall, the following are key contributions of this
paper:
1. This paper extends the relay precoding with the full
CSIT in [28, 29] to the joint source and relay
precoding with the full and partial CSIT.
2. This paper develops the simplified precoding strategy
based on the full CSIT in [31] to the iterative and
simplified strategies based on the full CSIT as well as
the partial CSIT.
3. This paper is a generalization of [4] from the joint
design of source and relay precoding with the full
CSIT for the system case of white i.i.d. channels,
white noises, white source symbols to those with the
full and partial CSIT for the system case of spatially
correlated channels, colored noises, correlated
source symbols.
4. The proposed joint precoding schemes in this paper
include the relay precoding scheme with the partial
CSIT for the system case of transmit-sided spatially
correlated channel, white noises, independent source
symbols in [5, 6] as special case.
5. The proposed joint precoding schemes in this paper
provide higher capacity than the existing schemes in
[4] and [28, 29, 31] by numerical simulations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The sys-
temmodel and the precoding design problem formulation
are introduced in Section 2. The derivation of the joint
designs of source and relay precoders with the full CSIT
and those with the partial CSIT are presented in Section 3
and in Section 4, respectively. The performance of the pro-
posed joint precoder designs is demonstrated by numeri-
cal simulations in Section 5. Finally, some conclusions are
drawn in Section 6.
Notation: A boldface upper case is used for a matrix,
and a boldface lower case for a vector. An N × N identity
matrix is denoted by IN . Sometimes, we omit the index N
when the identity matrix size is clear. We use (.)H , (.)−1,
|.|, tr(.) for the conjugate transpose, the pseudo-inverse,
the determinant, the trace of a matrix, respectively. For
a matrix A, the operate vec(A) is used for vectorizing
A by stacking the columns of A into a column vector.
The notations A  0, B  0 imply that the matrices
A, B, are respectively, positive semi-definite and definite.
For a scalar z, [z]+ is a short form of z = max(z, 0).
H ∼ CN (Z, ⊗ ) denotes a matrix-variate complex
Gaussian distribution with mean E(H) = Z and covari-
ance E
(
vec(H − Z)Tvec(H − Z)TH) =  ⊗  [33].
2 Systemmodel and design problem formulation
We consider a non-regenerative three-node two-hop
MIMO relay system without the direct link between the
source and the destination, as depicted in Fig. 1. The
source, relay and destination have M, K and N antennas,
respectively. The half-duplex mode is assumed to be how
the system operates. Each signal transmission from the
source to the destination takes two time slots to complete.
In the first time slot, the source node multiplies the
signal vector x ∈ CM×1 by a source precoding matrix
B ∈ CM×M. Here, the signal x contains mutually cor-
related data symbols with covariance matrix E(xxH) =
Rx = x known to the three terminals since x has been
arisen from encoding operations on the baseband signals
[7]. The matrix x  0 denotes a correlation matrix
with unit elements on its diagonal. The source precod-
ing matrix B has the power constraint tr(BRxBH) ≤ p1,
where p1 is the allowed maximum transmit power at the
source. Then, the resulting signal is transmitted to the
relay node through the source-relay channel H1 ∈ CM×K .
The received signal at the relay y1 ∈ CK×1 is given by
y1 = H1Bx+n1, where n1 ∈ CK×1 is the colored Gaussian
noise vector at the relay with zero-mean and covariance
matrix E
(n1nH1
) = Rn1 = σ 21n1 , and n1  0 is a
correlation matrix with tr(n1) = K .
In the second time slot, at the relay, the received
signal y1 is multiplied by a relay precoding
matrix F ∈ CK×K satisfying the power constraint
tr
(
F (H1BRxBHHH1 + Rn1
)FH
)
≤ p2, where p2 is the
allowed maximum transmit power at the relay. After
that, the resulting signal Fy1 is forwarded to the destina-
tion through the relay-destination channel H2 ∈ CK×N .
Therefore, the received signal at the destination y ∈ CN×1 is
y = H2Fy1 + n2 = H2FH1Bx + H2Fn1 + n2, (1)
where n2 ∈ CN×1 is the colored Gaussian noise vector
at the destination with zero-mean and covariance matrix
E(n2nH2 ) = Rn2 = σ 22n2 , and n2  0 is a corre-
lation matrix with tr(n2) = N . The channel matrices
H1,H2 are generated base on Kronecker model [34] as
Hi = 1/2i Hw,i1/2i , i = 1, 2, where the elements of Hw,i
are i.i.d. zero-mean and unit-variance circularly symmet-
ric complex Gaussian random variables and i and i are
positive definite transmit and receive covariance matrices
ofHi, and thereby,Hi ∼ CN (0,i ⊗ i).


























such that at most L independent sub-
streams of source symbols is active in each transmission.
Like [21–25, 27–31], we assume that the three terminals
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Fig. 1 A non-regenerative three-node two-hop MIMO relay system
know Rn1 and Rn2 . An interesting example that relates to
how to obtain these noise covariance matrices is given in
[26] where the problem of designing the relay precoder in
a three-node relay system in the presence of some interfer-
ers near the destination by using the covariance informa-
tion of the interferers-destination channels is addressed.
Specifically, the received signal at the destination is y =
H2FH1x+H2Fnw,1 +∑Jj=1HIjxIj +nw,2, where nw,1,nw,2
are the relay and destination white Gaussian noise vec-
tors with covariance matrices Rnw,1 = σ 21 IK , Rnw,2 =
σ 22 IN . It is assumed that the destination knows covari-
ance matrices Ij of the interferers-destination channels
HIj = Hw,j1/2Ij by the training signals that are friendly
shared by the interferers Ij, and then the relay also knows
Ij by feedback from the destination. It is valid to equiv-
alently view n2 
∑J
j=1HIjxIj + nw,2 as the colored
noise vector at the destination. The destination can easily




by the covariance matrices Ij and
Rnw,2 . The relay has Rn2 by feedback from the destina-
tion. The source also has Rn2 by feedback from the relay.
In a similar situation to the destination where the relay









+ ∑Jj=1HIjxIj + nw,2, the relay










Ij + nw,1 by covariance
matrices of the interferers-relay channels and Rnw,1 . Then,
Rn1 is fed back to the source, and fed forward to the des-
tination by the relay. In other words, the three nodes all
know Rn1 besides Rn2 . Besides Rx, Rn1 , and Rn2 , the desti-
nation is also assumed to haveH2FH1B through a channel
estimation method (e.g., [35–37]). The instantaneous MI
between the source and the destination [31] is given by
















where a factor 1/2 is due to the transmission duration of
two time slots.
With the use of the linear MMSE equalizer [38]




at the destination for signal detection as xˆ = Gy, the
source-destination MI has an interesting relation with the
MSE matrixM  E ((xˆ − x)(xˆ − x)H) by [2]:














In the preceding sections, we address the problem of
jointly designing the source precoder B and the relay pre-
coder F for the three-node relay system in the absence
of the direct link in Fig. 1. In practice, this system case
commonly occurs when the source is so far from the des-
tination that they cannot directly information exchange,
thus the direct link is negligible. This case was also consid-
ered in [1–6, 8–11]. It is noteworthy that user cooperation
among all involved nodes is well known to yield valuable
spatial diversity, thus enhance capacity andmitigate detec-
tion error. However, these benefits actually come true in a
situation where the distance between the source and the
destination is short enough for them to directly commu-
nicate each other through the direct link. An efficient way
to tackle the problem of serious loss on the direct link
is the additional use of multiple cascaded relays to form
a multi-hop relay system. Enhancing the system capac-
ity with precoding schemes that exploit available CSIT
was reported in [12, 30, 31]. We propose the iterative and
simplified methods of jointly optimizing B and F under
the mutual information maximizing criterion in different
CSIT scenarios in Section 3 and Section 4. We also pro-
pose to extend the simplified design with the full CSIT to
the case of multi-hop systems in Section 3.
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3 Joint source and relay precoding with the full
CSIT
3.1 Optimal structures for source and relay precoders
In this section, we assume that the source and the relay
have H1, H2, Rx, Rn1 , and Rn2 (the full CSIT). In prac-
tice, the relay can estimate H1 by the training signals sent
from the source, and the destination can estimate H2 by
the training signals sent from the relay. The relay has H2
by feedback from the destination, and the source has H1
and H2 by feedback from the relay. Note that feedbacking
H2 from the destination to the source is unusual due to the
poor condition of the source-destination direct link [39],
which is also assumed in this paper. With the full CSIT,
we jointly design B and F to maximize I(B,F) under the





























2n1 H1 = U1
1
2
1 VH1 , (7)
R−
1
2n2 H2 = U2
1
2
2 VH2 , (8)
where U1, U2, V1, and V2 are unitary matrices, and 1
and 2 are diagonal matrices of non-negative eigenvalues
in descending order. In order to attain a maximum MI in










− 12n1 , (10)
where b and f areM×M and K ×K diagonal matrices
of non-negative entries with up to L positive elements.
Proof Applying the matrix inversion lemma [40] (A +
BCD)−1 = A−1 − A−1B(DA−1B + C−1)−1DA−1
and BH(BCBH + I)−1B = C−1 − (CBHBC + C)−1 to (5)
leads to







































































M in (11) is rewritten more compactly as










Let us define the eigenvalue decompositions (EDs) as





H˜H2 = UH˜2H˜2UHH˜2 ,
where H˜1 ,H˜2 are the corresponding diagonal matrices
of eigenvalues in descending order.










X2UH˜1(H˜1 + IK )−
1
2UHH˜1 , (16)
where X1 is an M × M unitary matrix with X1XH1 = IM,
X2 is anM×K unitary matrix with X2XH2 = IM. It is easy
to find that they do not affect the source and relay power
constraints. After substituting (12) and (13) into (14) and
performing some manipulations,M becomes























 IM − . (17)
Next, we consider the following properties:
For any Hermitian matrix A with main diagonal vector
d(A) and eigenvalue vector λ(A), then d(A) ≺ λ(A) [41].
FormN×N complex matricesA1,A2, . . . ,Am with sin-
gular values arranged in the same order as the product
B = A1A2 . . .Am, then the vector of singular values of B
is weakly majorized by the Schur (element-wise) product
of the vectors of singular values of these complex values,
that means σ(B) ≺w σ(A1) 
 σ(A2) 
 . . . 
 σ(Am) [41].
Let apply the above properties to , we have
d() ≺ λ() ≺w d(˜), (18)





is Schur-convex and increases with
d(), we get − log2
(
d(IM − )






I ≤ −12 log2
(IM −H˜1(H˜1 + IM)−1H˜2(H˜2 + IM)−1
)
,
where the inequality holds due to the fact that a real-
valued function f meets x ≺w y =⇒ f (x) ≤ f (y) if f is a
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Schur-convex and increasing function [41], and the maxi-
mum of the MI is attained when X1 and X2 are chosen as
X1 = IM and X2 = UHH˜1 . Obviously, the MI is invariant inX1 and X2 .
Let us consider the source and relay transmit power












































where the inequality exists because the fact that for
any two N × N positive semidefinite matrices A and
B having the corresponding eigenvalues λi(A) and λi(B)
in the descending order, it follows that tr(AB) ≥∑N
i λi(A)λN+1−i(B).
Obviously, in (19), the source transmit power is inde-
pendent of X1, and the minimum of the source power is




















, we have the optimal B as
shown in (9).
Similarly, from (8), (13), and (16), FR
1













)− 12 UHH˜1 .






























It can be observed that X2 does not impact on the relay
transmit power. Similar to (19), the equality in (20) holds

























(H˜1 + IK )−
1
2 , we have the
optimal F as shown in (10).
One can see from (9) and (10) that the optimal set
of B and F comes as a generalization of that for relay
systems with i.i.d. channels, independent source signals,
white noise of [4] to relay systems with spatially corre-
lated channels, correlated input signals and colored noise.
It is a development of the relay only precoding (ROP)
with the same F, G as our design, but B = √p1/MIM of
[28, 29]. Like the exiting designs with the full CSIT (e.g.,
[1–6, 8]), these optimal structures of B and F are indepen-
dent of the type of channel fading. B performs whitening
the source signal streams, then loads the source power and
beam-forms the obtained parallel signal streams across
the eigenvectors V1, while F performs whitening the relay
colored noise, then loads the relay power across the eigen-
vectorsUH1 andV2. By this way, the equivalent end-to-end
MIMO channel in the presence of B, F, and G is sepa-
rated into at most L independent subchannels (or eigen-
modes) as illustrated in Fig. 2. This implies that there is
no longer interference among the signal streams, which




















f n¯1 + 	n¯2, (21)









































is the diagonal matrix containing the
non-negative diagonal elements, maximum L of whom
δ1, . . . , δL are positive, G = R
1
2x 	, and n¯1  UH1 R
− 12n1 n1,
n¯2  UH2 R
− 12n2 n2 and x¯  R
− 12x x are white due to
E
(n¯1n¯H1
) = IK , E
(n¯2n¯H2
) = IN and E
(x¯x¯H) = IM.
Now the rest task is to allocate power across the sub-
channels, which is equivalent to solving the following

















bl ≤ p1 and
L∑
l=1
(λ1,lbl + 1)fl ≤ p2,
bl ≥ 0 and (λ1,lbl + 1)fl ≥ 0, l = 1, . . . , L.
(22)
Here, we define b  (b1, . . . , bL)T , f  (f1, . . . , fL)T , and
λ1,l, λ2,l, bl and fl are the l-th main diagonal elements of
1, 2, b and f , respectively.
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Fig. 2 An illustration of the equivalent end-to-end MIMO channel separation
Set v  (v1, . . . , vL)T and vl = (λ1,lbl + 1)fl. Problem
(22) can be rewritten as:
max
b,v≥0




(1 + λ1,lbl + λ1,lblλ2,lvl + λ2,lvl










Once vl is found, fl can be easily computed as fl =
vl/(λ1,lbl + 1). An optimal solution to Problem (23) is
impossible to obtain, since this problem is still non-
concave in b and v. However, in the next two Sections 3.2
and 3.3, we design an iterative algorithm and a simplified
algorithm to find b and v.
3.2 Iterative power allocation algorithm
In this section, we develop a numerical method based on
alternating technique [3, 4, 8] to identify b and v. It is
important to find that b and v behave symmetrically in
(23). Hence, if either b or v is kept unchanged, Problem
(23) turns to a standard concave optimization problem.
Specifically, when b is fixed, it collapses to the problem of








(1 + λ1,lbl + λ1,lblλ2,lvl + λ2,lvl






vl ≤ p2. (25)
For the obtained v, it reduces to the problem of optimiz-







(1 + λ1,lbl + λ1,lblλ2,lvl + λ2,lvl






bl ≤ p1. (27)
We present how to obtain v from Problems (24)–(25).
Let us consider the function
f (vl) = log2
(1 + λ1,lbl + λ1,lblλ2,lvl + λ2,lvl
1 + λ1,lbl + λ2,lvl
)
.








(1 + λ2,lvl)2 −
1
(1 + λ1,lbl + λ2,lvl)2
)
≤ 0,
it is concave on 0 ≤ vl ≤ p2. It follows that the objec-






is also concave on
the same range of vl. In addition, the constraint functions
are clearly convex. Hence, Problems (24)–(25) is a stan-
dard concave optimization problem [42] and its optimum
solution v can be found via Lagrange method as follows.
Let introduce the Lagrange function as









The concave function I(v) achieves its global maximum
when the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions [42], the
necessary and sufficient conditions, as listed below, are
satisfied:
−vl ≤ 0, γl ≥ 0 and γlvl = 0, (28)
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∂L
∂vl
= λ2,l2 ln 2
( 1
1 + λ2,lvl −
1
1 + λ1,lbl + λ2,lvl
)
+ ν − γl = 0. (30)








































Since Problems (26)–(27) has the same form as Prob-








































It is intuitively from (31) and (33) that F loads more
power to the weaker eigenmodes of relay-destination link
λ2,l than the modified eigenmodes of the source-relay link
blλ1,l and less power to the stronger eigenmodes of the
relay-destination link λ2,l than the modified eigenmodes
of the source-relay link blλ1,l, while B loads more power
to the weaker eigenmodes of the source-relay link λ1,l
than the modified eigenmodes of the relay-destination
link vlλ2,l and less power to the stronger eigenmodes of
the source-relay link λ1,l than the modified eigenmodes of
the relay-destination link vlλ2,l. Here, the goal is to get as
many optimal patterns of pairing blλ1,l with vlλ2,l as possi-
ble to further enhance system capacity. This coordination
of B and F is repeated until the achievement of desired
system capacity. This iterative procedure is summarized
briefly by Table 1. The computational complexity of the
iterative design with the full CSIT is contributed by per-
forming two SVDs in (7) and (8) with 2×O(L3) operations
in which we take L = N = M = K for simplicity, finding
roots v and b in (31) and (33) with 2 × O(L) operations
and searching the optimal patterns of pairing blλ1,l with
vlλ2,l with 2 × O(L! ) operations. Hence, there are a total
Table 1 An iterative algorithm to derive b and v
Compute 1,2 using (7) and (8)
Initialize b = p1M IM satisfying (27)
Repeat
1) For a given b, find v using (31) and (32).
Compute I(b, v)(old) .
2) For the obtained v, find b using (33) and (34).
Compute I(b, v)(new) .
UntilI(b, v)(new)− I(b, v)(old) ≤ . Here >0 denotes a desired accuracy.
of 2 × O(L3) + N × (2 × O(L) + 2 × O(L! )) operations
where N represents the number of iterations required to
complete this iterative design.
In the design process, besides the covariance matrices
Rx,Rn1 , and Rn2 , the relay needs to have the estimated
CSI H1 and the destination-relay feedback CSI H2, and
the source needs to have the relay-source feedback CSIH1
and H2. With each set of such the full CSIT, for fixed b,
the relay computes v, and then feeds back it to the source.
The source updates b with the received v, and then feeds
forward the updated b to the relay. To obtain an output
of v and b, this updating is repeated alternatively between
the relay and the source until I(b, v) converges a desired
value. Due to computational burden of such the iterative
procedure, its output of v and b, thus the precoders B and
F may be outdated to the current propagation condition.
In practical wireless communications systems, to effi-
ciently mitigate the overhead and the design complexity,
codebook and limited feedback schemes are often uti-
lized. The idea behind these techniques is that the receiver
first would quantize the estimated CSI, and feedback the
resulting index to the transmitter. The transmitter then
picks the desired precoder from a codebook which is a set
of precoders designed offline beforehand by using various
CSIT sets [39].
3.3 Simplified power allocation algorithm
In this section, we develop a simplified algorithm that
allows to load source and relay power separately. First, let
consider the inequality:
(1 + x)(1 + y)
1 + x + y ≤ (1 + x)(1 + y), (35)
where x and y are two non-negative scalars. Applying
inequality (35) to the objective function of Problem (23)
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In (23), let replace the objective function with its upper
bound. Consequently, Problem (23) can be split to two





























bl ≤ p1. (38)
The corresponding optimal water-filling solutions v and




























It is intuitively from (39) and (40) that F loads more
power to the weaker eigenmodes of the relay-destination
link λ2,l and less power to the stronger λ2,l, while B loads
more power to the weaker eigenmodes of the source-relay
link λ1,l and less power to the stronger λ1,l. In the design
process, the relay needs to have Rx,Rn1 , Rn2 , H1, and H2,
while the source needs to have Rx,Rn1 , andH1. With each
set of such the full CSIT, the relay computes v and feeds
back it to the source, and then the source calculates b
with the received v. Because there is no need for feed-
backing Rn2 and H2 to the source, the simplified design
with the full CSIT allows to save a large signaling overhead
compared to the iterative counterpart. In terms of the
computational complexity, this simplified design requires
2×(O(L3)+O(L)+O(L! )) operations to accomplish, thus
it is much simpler than the iterative counterpart. Because
of the simplicity of separately calculating v and b, the sim-
plified scheme may give lower capacity than the iterative
scheme. Nevertheless, we can expect that its capacity per-
formance is comparable to the performance of the the
iterative counterpart, especially at the medium-to-high
SNRs. This is mainly due to the fact that in inequality (35),
when x, y → ∞, then 1 + x + y  (1 + x)(1 + y), or
equivalently, when b, v → ∞ (i.e., p1/σ 21 , p2/σ 22 → ∞),
then I(b, v) approaches to its upper bound. Interestingly,
this simplified design can be also extended to the case of
multi-hop systems, as presented below.
Let extend inequality (35) to Z ≥ 2 non-negative scalars
x1, . . . , xZ . The obtained inequality is
∏Z
i=1 (1 + xi)




(1 + xi). (41)
By this inequality, an upper bound MI of a Z-hop system




















Similar to the two-hop system case, the entries bl of the












− 12ni , i = {2, . . . ,Z}
























vi,l ≤ pi. (44)
Here,Vi,Ui come from the SVDs ofR−
1































= pi, fi,l = vi,l/(λ1,lbl + 1).
Again, it is easy to see that with the coordination of pre-
coders B, Fi and a respective linear MMSE equalizer at
destination, the Z-hopMIMO relay channel is also decou-
pled. Notably, this extension design with the full CSIT
has the same solution as the MMI asymptotic precoder
design of [30, 31] where the same problem was studied.
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This shows the flexibility of our proposed designmethods.
Theorem 1 below concludes the main results on the
joint design of source and relay precoders with the full
CSIT.
Theorem 1 The instantaneous mutual information
I(B,F) attains its maximum under the power constraints
tr(BRxBH) ≤ p1 and tr
(













− 12n1 . Here, V1,U1 and
V2 are unitary matrices of R−
1






2n2 H2 = U2
1
2
2 VH2 , and b and f are diagonal matri-
ces of non-negative entries which can be determined alter-
nately by the iterative algorithm (Section 3.2) or separately
by the simplified algorithm (Section 3.3).
4 Joint source and relay precoding with partial
CSIT
4.1 Suboptimal structures for source and relay precoders
In Section 3, we obtained the precoder designs with the
full CSIT. However, it is too hard for the relay and the
source to obtain H2 in the situation when the desti-
nation moves rapidly. This is basically because a large
amount of signalling overhead is needed for feedbacking
H2, while the feedback channels in practical wireless sys-
tems are commonly rate-limited. For these reasons, in this
section, we assume that the source and the relay have
Rx,Rn1 ,Rn2 ,H1, and only covariance information 2 and
2 of H2 (the partial CSIT). With the partial CSIT, we
jointly design B and F to maximize EH2
(I(B,F)) under
the source and relay transmit power constraints. However,
it is intractable to exactly compute EH2
(I(B,F)) because
taking the expectation with respect to unknowns B and F
is needed. Here, an alternative solution proposed is to use
its an upper bound, which is derived below.
Applying the matrix inversion lemma to (5) gives





















































Since function f (X) = X−1 is convex in X [43], M in
(45) is convex in HH2 R−1n2 H2 for a given H1. By Jensen’s
inequality [44] and the property which states that for any
matrix H with the distribution H ∼ CN (0, ⊗ ),
then EH
(HAHH) = tr (AT) and EH
(HHAH) =
tr(A)T [33], we have
EH2
























































































As a result, the upper bound I˙erg(B,F) of EH2 (I(B,F))
is found as






≤ −12 log2(ML)  I˙erg(B,F).






















Let us define the following SVDs:
R−
1
2n1 H1 = U1
1
2











θ VHθ , (49)
where U1, Uθ , V1, and Vθ are unitary matrices, and 1
and θ are diagonal matrices of non-negative eigenvalues
in descending order. In order to achieve a maximum of
I˙erg(B,F) in Problem (47), B and F should are in forms as:





F = Vθ [(p)f ]
1
2 UH1 R
− 12n1 , (51)
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where (p)b and 
(p)
f are M × M and K × K diagonal
matrices of non-negative entries with up to L positive
elements.














Again, by the matrix inversion lemma, ML in (46) is
simplified to
ML = IM−H˜H1 HHθ (Hθ (H˜1H˜H1 +IK )HHθ +IN )−1Hθ H˜1.
(54)
Clearly, ML has the same form as M in (14). Therefore,
the proof part of the optimal source and relay precoder
structures with the full CSIT in (9) and (10) presented in
Part 3 can be used for the derivation of those with the
partial CSIT in (50) and (51).
In [5, 6], the ROP schemes were obtained using the
partial CSIT for two-hop relay systems with only transmit-
sided spatially correlated channels, white noises, and
independent source symbols. These schemes are actually
included in our proposed joint precoding with the partial-
CSIT as special cases. In fact, by substituing Rx = IM,
Rn1 = σ 2n1IK , Rn2 = σ 2n2IN , 2 = IN into (50) and
(51), the source and relay precoding reduce to the ROP
in [5, 6]. Since the relay eigen-beamer directions Vθ does
not match the relay-destination subchannel directions V2,
the obtained partial-CSIT precoders are clearly subopti-
mal compared to the full-CSIT precoders. Therefore, the
system capacity enhancement much relies on how to allo-
cate power across the source and relay antennas. This task































f (p)l ≤ p2,
b(p)l ≥ 0 and (λ1,lb(p)l + 1)f (p)l ≥ 0, l = 1, . . . , L,
(55)




2 , b(p) 
(





diagonal vector of (p)b , and f(p) 
(





diagonal vector of (p)f ,
Let v(p) 
(







f (p)l . The optimization problem (55) now













1 + λ1,lb(p)l + λ1,lb(p)l γ λθ ,lv(p)l + γ λθ ,lv(p)l










Once v(p)l is found, f
(p)
l is straightforward to calculate
as f (p)l = v(p)l /(λ1,lb(p)l + 1). Directly solving Problem
(56) is impossible due to its non-concavity in b(p) and
v(p). Therefore, we propose to deal with this problem by
an iterative algorithm in Section 4.2 and by a simplified
algorithm in Section 4.3.
4.2 Iterative power allocation algorithm
Interestingly, b(p) and v(p) are symmetrical each other in
(56). Therefore, if either b(p) or v(p) is kept fixed, Problem
(56) becomes a standard concave optimization problem.
Specifically, for a given b(p), it collapses to the problem of









1 + λ1,lb(p)l + λ1,lb(p)l γ λθ ,lv(p)l + γ λθ ,lv(p)l






v(p)l ≤ p2. (58)
For the obtained v(p), it relaxes to the problem of opti-









1 + λ1,lb(p)l + λ1,lb(p)l γ λθ ,lv(p)l + γ λθ ,lv(p)l






b(p)l ≤ p1. (60)
Similarly to Section 3.2, an iterative algorithm for find-
ing b(p) and v(p) alternatively is also developed, as shown
in Table 2.
In each iteration of this iterative algorithm, F and B
coordinate to search for as many optimal patterns of pair-
ing λ1,lb(p)l with γ λθ ,lv
(p)
l as possible. By this way, the
interference due to mismatch between the relay beam-
former Vθ and the eigen vectors of the relay-destination
link V2 decreases, and the system capacity increases after
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Table 2 An iterative algorithm to derive b(p) and v(p)
Compute 1,θ using (7) and (49)
Initialize b(p) = p1M IM satisfying (60)
Repeat








b(p)l μv − λ1,l2γ λθ ,l b
(p)
l − 1γ λθ ,l
]+
,









b(p)l μv − λ1,l2γ λθ ,l b
(p)
l − 1γ λθ ,l
]+
= p2.
Compute I˙erg(b(p) , v(p))(old) .






)2 + γ λθ ,l
λ1,l












)2 + γ λθ ,l
λ1,l





Compute I˙erg(b(p) , v(p))(new) .
Until I˙erg(b(p) , v(p))(new) − I˙erg(b(p) , v(p))(old) ≤  . Here,  > 0 denotes
a desired accuracy.
each iteration. As a result, the overall system capacity
increases after the algorithm terminates. The complexity
of the iterative precoder design with the partial CSIT is
nearly the same as the complexity of the iterative precoder
design with the full CSIT, with a total of 2×O(L3)+N ×
(2 × O(L) + 2 × O(L! )) operations. In the design pro-
cess, besides Rx,Rn1 , Rn2 , andH1, the source and the relay
only need to have covariance information 2 and 2 of
H2. Since these covariance matrices change much slower
compared to their channel realizationH2, a largemount of
signaling overhead and the design complexity required are
significantly saved compared to the iterative design with
the full CSIT. These benefits thus allow to broaden the
applicability of the iterative design with the partial CSIT
in practical communications systems, especially when it
is realized by codebook and limited feedback techniques
[39] that we discussed in Section 3.2.
4.3 Simplified power allocation algorithm
In this section, to reduce the computational complexity
of the iterative algorithm in Section 4.2, we develop its
simplified algorithm. By inequality (35), an upper bound



















In (56), let us replace the objective function with its
upper bound. As a result, Problem (56) can be decoupled
































Again, the optimal water-filling solutions v(p) and b(p) to




























It is obviously from (64) and (65) that F loads more
power to the weaker eigenmodes of the transmit covari-
ance matrix of the relay-destination link γ λθ ,l and less
power to the stronger γ λθ ,l, while B loads more power to
the weaker eigenmodes of the source-relay link λ1,l and
less power to the stronger λ1,l. The relay needs to have
Rx,Rn1 , Rn2 ,H1, 2 and 2, while the source only need to
have Rx,Rn1 , H1. With each set of such the partial CSIT,
the relay computes v(p) and feeds back it to the source,
and then the source calculates b(p) with the received v(p).
Obviously, the simplified design with the partial CSIT
requires less signaling overhead than the iterative design
with the partial CSIT and the simplified design with the
full CSIT. Besides, its computational complexity is the
same as that of the simplified design with the full CSIT,
and much less than that of the iterative design with the
partial CSIT. Despite its simplicity, the simplified design
with the partial CSIT works well, especially at high SNRs.
This is mainly due to the fact that in inequality (35), when
x, y → ∞, then 1+x+ y  (1+x)(1+ y), or equivalently,
when when b(p), v(p) → ∞ (i.e., p1/σ 21 , p2/σ 22 → ∞), then
I˙erg(b(p), v(p)) approaches to its upper bound.
Theorem 2 below summarizes the main results on
jointly designing source and relay precoders with the
partial CSIT.
Theorem 2 The average mutual information EH2
(I(B,
F)) achieves its maximum under the power constraints
tr(BRxBH) ≤ p1 and tr
(F(H1BRxBHHH1 + Rn1)FH
) ≤
p2 when B and F are suboptimally constructed as B =
















− 12n1 . Here, U1,
Uθ ,V1 andVθ are unitarymatrices ofR−
1















matrices of non-negative entries which can be determined
alternately by the iterative algorithm (Section 4.2) or sepa-
rately by the simplified algorithm (Section 4.3).
5 Simulation results
In this section, the proposed iterative and simplified pre-
coding designs with the full CSIT and with the partial
CSIT are evaluated in terms of system capacity by numer-
ical simulations. The considered relay system has the
transmit and receive covariance matrices i and i, i =
{1, 2} in the corresponding Toeplitz forms [6, 12] as
i(n,m) = r|n−m|t , n,m = {1, . . . ,M},
i(n,m) = r|n−m|r , n,m = {1, . . . ,K},
where correlation coefficients rt , rr meet rt , rr ∈ (0, 1].
Like [2, 5, 6], the source power p1 includes the source-
relay path-loss, and the relay power p2 includes the relay-
destination path-loss. SNR1  p1/σ 21 is defined as the
first-hop SNR, and SNR2  p2/σ 21 as the second-hop
SNR. The source, relay, and destination nodes all have four
antennas (M = K = N = 4). The correlation matrices of





1.0000 −0.5715 0.7742 −0.6025
−0.5715 1.0000 −0.6905 0.5062
0.7742 −0.6905 1.0000 −0.6387









1.0000 0.2637 −0.1939 0.3348
0.2637 1.0000 −0.1141 0.1194
−0.1939 −0.1141 1.0000 0.2085










1.0000 0.6709 −0.3419 0.5644
0.6709 1.0000 −0.6666 0.5062
−0.3419 −0.6666 1.0000 −0.4288





The noise correlation matrices are chosen randomly as
long as the noises are colored enough but do not totally
interfere the other channel factors. The first condition is
to make sure that the noises will have a “colored” effect to
the system, while the second one is to maintain the prac-
tical meaning of the wireless model. The matrix n1 has
the vector of eigenvalues [1.5000, 1.2000, 0.8000, 0.5000],
n2 has the vector of eigenvalues [2.6000, 0.7000, 0.5000,
0.2000], x has the vector of eigenvalues [2.9000, 0.5000,
0.4000, 0.2000]. The Matlab command used to generate
n1 randomly is gallery(’randcorr’, [1.5000, 1.2000, 0.8000,
0.5000])1. Like previous references [28–31, 45–47], the
colored noise vector n1 ∼ CN (0, σ 21n1) is generated as
n1 = 
1
2n1nw,1, where n1w,1 ∼ CN (0, σ 21 IK ) is the white
noise vector. The matrix 
1
2n1 plays a role as the digital
filter, and it uniquely exists since n1 is positive semidef-
inite [19, 40]. x, x and n2 , n2 are also generated by the
same way as n1 and n1. Note that in [21–25], the covari-
ance matrix of the relay colored noise is generated via a
first order autoregressive filter as Rn1(i, j) = α1r1η|i−j|1 ,
where r1 is a normalization factor to keep tr(Rn1) = α1K ,
and α1 denotes the interference power from the neighbour
interferers. In comparison with our colored noise simula-




Figures 3 and 4 reveal the system capacity perfor-
mance of the proposed iterative and simplified precoding
designs with the full CSIT in Section 3. As pointed out in
Section 3.3, the precoding in [30, 31] has the same precod-
ing design result as the simplified precoding, so its results
are not illustrated in this section. The iterative precoding
in [4], the ROP in [28, 29], the naive amplify-and-forward







are chosen as comparatives. Note that all the consid-
ered schemes are based on the full CSIT. As discussed in
Section 3.1, their precoder structures do not vary with an
effect of the spatially correlated channel fading, and thus
the spatial correlations rt = rr = 0.5 are chosen for all the
involved channels.
All the examined precoding schemes provide substantial
capacity gains over the NAF scheme. Although the ROP
in [28, 29] uses the relay precoder alone, it performs bet-
ter than the iterative precoding in [4] that employs both
the source and relay precoders. This is mainly because
knowledge of the signal, relay and destination noise corre-
lation matrices is not taken into account in designing the
iterative precoding in [4]. The proposed iterative precod-
ing delivers the largest gain, while the proposed simplified
precoding maintains a good performance to this precod-
ing over nearly the whole SNR1 range. There are clear
performance gaps of our proposed designs over the other
two precoding schemes. To clarify these gaps, the equal
power precoding with the full CSIT that has the same
optimal structures as the proposed precoding designs
with the full CSIT and equal power allocation across the
source antennas and across the relay antennas is used.
Results reveal that it offers higher capacity than the ROP
in [28, 29] and the iterative precoding in [4] at nearly all
SNRs shown (specifically, at SNR1 values from 5 dB to
higher for Fig. 3 and at SNR values from 10 dB to higher
for Fig. 4), and even provides identical capacity to the
proposed simplified precoding at high SNRs. This implies
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Full, Proposed iterative precoding
Full, Proposed simplified precoding
Full, Equal power precoding
Iterative precoding in [4]
ROP in [28, 29]
NAF
Fig. 3 A performance comparison of the precoding schemes with the full CSIT for SNR2 = 20dB and rt = rr = 0.5
that the optimality in the precoder structures alone con-
tributes a significant portion in the capacity enhancement.
A well-designed water-filling power allocation adds fur-
ther capacity, especially in the low SNR regime.
Besides the signal, relay and destination noise corre-
lation matrices, the performance of the precoder struc-
truces and the power allocation schemes is a function
of the available CSIT types and quality of constituent
channels: SNR1, SNR2 and the spatial correlations. This
statement is shown in Figs. 5, 6, 7, and 8. These figures
demonstrate a number of performance comparisons
among all the proposed precoding designs with the full
CSIT as well as with the partial CSIT. As aforementioned
in Section 4.1, the ROP schemes in [5, 6] designed for
two-hop relay systems with transmit-sided spatially cor-
related channels, white noises, independent symbols are
included in the proposed partial-CSIT precoding designs.
Clearly, there is no valuable information for the use of
these schemes as the performance references. Hence, their
behaviours are not shown in Figs. 5, 6, 7 and 8. Figure 5






















Full, Proposed iterative precoding
Full, Proposed simplified precoding
Full, Equal power precoding
Iterative precoding in [4]
ROP in [28, 29]
NAF
Fig. 4 A performance comparison of the precoding schemes with the full CSIT for SNR1 = SNR2 = SNR and rt = rr = 0.5
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Full, Proposed iterative precoding
Full, Proposed simplified precoding
Full, Equal power precoding
Partial, Proposed iterative precoding
Partial, Proposed simplified precoding
NAF
Fig. 5 A performance comparison of the proposed precoding designs for SNR1 = SNR2 = SNR, rt = rr = 0.3
shows the capacity of systems having SNR2 = SNR2 =
SNR and rt = rr = 0.3, and Fig. 6 shows the capacity
of systems having SNR2 = SNR2 = SNR and rt =
0.95, rr = 0.3. The correlation coefficent rt = 0.95
represents a strong correlation effect among the trans-
mit antennas since the corresponding correlation matrix
has the eigenvalues [3.7568, 0.1627, 0.0506, 0.0300] with
the very large condition number 125.2267. It is clear to
observe that when rt increases from 0.3 to 0.95, capac-
ity gains of the proposed precoding designs over the NAF
scheme increase, and capacity gaps of the full CSIT based
designs over the partial CSIT based designs decrease. The
partial CSIT based designs provide higher capacity than
the equal power precoding at low to medium SNRs. These
higher capacity regions are even enlarged with increase in
the transmit correlation.
How the schemes based on the partial CSIT behave
for rt = 0.95, rr = 0.3 will be revealed more clearly
in Figs. 7 and 8. Figure 7 plots the curves of capacity
as a function of SNR1 and SNR2 = 12dB, and Fig. 8

















Full, Proposed iterative precoding
Full, Proposed simplified precoding
Full, Equal power precoding
Partial, Proposed iterative precoding
Partial, Proposed simplified precoding
NAF
Fig. 6 A performance comparison of the proposed precoding designs for SNR1 = SNR2 = SNR, rt = 0.95, rr = 0.3
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Full, Proposed iterative precoding
Full, Proposed simplified precoding
Full, Equal power precoding
Partial, Proposed iterative precoding
Partial, Proposed simplified precoding
NAF
Fig. 7 A performance comparison of the proposed precoding designs for SNR2 = 12dB, rt = 0.95, rr = 0.3
shows the curves of capacity as a function of SNR2 and
SNR1 = 12dB. The results from these figures reveal there
are more clearer extensions in the capacity gains of the
precoding techniques to the NAF technique. Amongst
the considered techniques, the iterative precoding tech-
niques based on the full CSIT still provides the best
capacity gain. Besides, the capacity gaps among all the
precoding schemes also increase, especially for the ones
based on the full CSIT. Figure 7 indicates that when
SNR2 = 12dB our both designs with the partial CSIT
outperform the equal precoding, and more interestingly,
the iterative design with the partial CSIT yields higher
capacity than the simplified design with the full CSIT
over the low-to-medium SNR1 range, with up to 15dB.
Figure 8 indicates when SNR1 = 12dB, the iterative
design with the partial CSIT gives the same performance
as the simplified design with the full CSIT at low-to-
medium SNR2 levels, but gives the higher performance

























Full, Proposed iterative precoding
Full, Proposed simplified precoding
Full, Equal power precoding
Partial, Proposed iterative precoding
Partial, Proposed simplified precoding
NAF
Fig. 8 A performance comparison of the proposed precoding designs for SNR1 = 12dB, rt = 0.95, rr = 0.3
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than this scheme at higher SNR2 levels. While the sim-
plified design with the partial CSIT not only extends
the capacity gaps over the equal precoding but also cre-
ates the capactiy curve closer to that of the simplified
design with the full CSIT, especially at low and high
SNR2 levels.
These observations verify the effectiveness of the
water-filling-typed power allocation strategies of the
partial-CSIT-based designs, especially when the involved
channels are in medium SNR environments and are
strongly affected by the spatial correlation fading at
the transmit sides, regardless of the mismatch between
the relay eigen-beamer directions (Vθ ) and the relay-
destination subchannel directions (V2) as aforementioned
in Section 4.1.
6 Conclusions
In summary, we developed the iterative and simplified
methods of jointly designing of source and relay precoders
with the full CSIT and those with partial CSIT for gen-
eral correlated dual-hop MIMO relay systems without
the direct link under the MMI criterion. These general
systems have spatially correlated channels, mutually cor-
related source signals and colored noises. We showed the
optimal source and relay precoder obtained with the full
CSIT and the destination equalizer altogether decouple
the equivalent end-to-end MIMO channel into orthogo-
nal SISO subchannels. We also successfully extended the
simplified precoder design with the full CSIT to the multi-
hop relay system case. Simulation results showed that the
proposed joint precoder designs with the full CSIT pro-
vide higher capacity than the existing designs. Also, the
proposed joint precoder designs with the partial CSIT
work well, especially when the channels are strongly cor-
related at the transmit sides and at medium-to-high SNRs,
while they require much lower computational complexity
and less feedback overhead. In future work, we would
consider the relay system case where the distance between
the source and the destination is short enough for them
to directly communicate each other, thus the direct link
is taken into account. We would propose joint source and
relay precoding schemes that exploit CSI of the compound
relaying link and the direct link for the system capacity
maximization.
Endnote
1With a given K × 1 vector x of non-negative ele-
ments summing to K, we always create a K × K
real symmetric positive semidefinite matrix, i.e., cor-
relation matrix A as A = UHdiag(x)U, where U is
a unitary matrix. Here, the correlation matrix A has
unit elements on its main diagonal and eigenvalues
given by x [41].
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